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We classify the elements of order two contained in the symmetry groups of per- 
fect one factorizations of K,,. Using these results, we show that if one assumes the 
symmetry group of a perfect one factorization contains a noncentral element of 
order two with at least one fixed point, then the one factorization must be one of 
the known perfect one factorizations on K,,, , or K,,,, where p is prime. Moreover, 
the assumption of the existence of such a symmetry element gives rise to an explicit 
construction of these one factorizations. A number of other results are also shown. 
The only perfect one factorizations with doubly transitive symmetry groups are the 
known perfect one factorizations on K, + , The symmetry group of a perfect one 
factorization generated by the even starter construction is the starter group if it is 
not the known KP + , one factorization. The order of the symmetry group of a per- 
fect one factorization of K2,, generated by the starter construction must be odd and 
divide (2n - l)(n - 1) if n is not prime and the perfect one factorization is not the 
known K,,, , one factorization. I(” 198h Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the perfect one factorizations of K2,,, the complete graph on 
2n vertices, has a basic question associated with it. (See Sect. 2 for the 
definitions of the terms used in this section.) For what n does there exist 
such a one factorization? Except for four values of n (see [2, 10, 11 I), it is 
only known that K, and K,, , have perfect one factorizations when p is 
prime; see [l, 3, 5, 7, 81. Computer searches show that for all n accessible 
to machine computation there are in fact many perfect one factorizations. 
This leads to a second question. If there are so many perfect one fac- 
torizations, why are they so hard to find? The survey [9] provides a good 
overview of this subject. 
. 
The subject of this paper is the study of the symmetry groups of perfect 
one factorizations. See [4] for a study of the symmetry of the known per- 
fect one factorizations. This study was motivated by the questions given 
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above even though it may seem at first to be unrelated to them. The idea 
behind the use of symmetry to construct new perfect one factorizations of 
K2,, is as follows. By assuming the symmetry group of a perfect one fac- 
torization has a rigid enough form, one hopes to show that only a very few 
specific one factorizations could possibly have this symmetry. If these one 
factorizations are given specifically enough, then it can be easily checked to 
see when they are perfect. The choice of symmetry condition is somewhat 
delicate in that it should be strong enough to almost uniquely determine 
the one factorization, yet not so strong as to preclude the existence of any 
perfect one factorizations. 
The major result (5.5) of this paper is that if the symmetry group of a 
perfect one factorization contains a noncentral element of order two with at 
least one fixed point, then this perfect one factorization must be either the 
K, or K,,, one factorizations mentioned above. Moreover, the proof is 
constructive insofar as the knowledge of the existence of such an element of 
order two is enough to explicitly construct both the K,, and the Kp+ 1 one 
factorizations. There are perhaps two surprising aspects of this result. The 
first is that the uniqueness theorem is true under such seemingly weak sym- 
metry assumptions. The second is that K, and Kp+ , constructions actually 
can be seen to arise in the same manner. 
This result (together with a few other results) has the following useful 
corollaries. First, the symmetry group of an even starter construction is 
exactly the starter group if it is not the K,, i construction (5.10). Second, 
for n even, any perfect one factorization with a symmetry group of even 
order larger than 2n - 2 must be the K,,, i construction (5.9). Third, the 
K P+ i construction is the only perfect one factorization whose symmetry 
group is two transitive on the one factors (5.12). There are several other 
results placing constraints on the kinds of elements of order two that can 
be in a symmetry group. 
There are several purposes that we hope this paper will serve. The first is 
to provide a unifying framework for the known techniques to generate per- 
fect one factorizations. Each of the starter, even starter, Kp+ i, K,, and 
GF(p”) constructions may be seen to arise by making special assumptions 
on the symmetry group of the perfect one factorization. The starter (resp. 
even starter) constructions are based on the assumption that the symmetry 
group has a subgroup that fixes one (resp. two) vertex and acts strictly 
transitively on the rest of the vertices. These conditions are too weak to 
determine the perfect one factorizations completely: the choice of starter 
(or even starter) being a measure of the ambiguity remaining. The problem 
with this approach is that there are so many possible starters that it is hard 
to pick which one is most likely to generate a perfect one factorization. 
Thus, in a somewhat ironical fashion, it is the possible existence of SO many 
perfect one factorizations that arise from starter or even starter construc- 
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tions which stands in the way of the proof that any exist. The K,, I and 
K, constructions arise from the more stringent symmetry conditions men- 
tioned above. The GF(p”) construction arises from the assumption that the 
symmetry group contains a semidirect product [Z,“], ZCpm _ 1 ),2 (where 
4: z,,, - I )/2 -+Aut(Z;)) as a subgroup of the symmetry group. This sym- 
metry condition is roughly of the same strength as the condition that the 
symmetry group contain a strictly one and a half transitive subgroup (see 
5.11). The nonexistence of two transitive symmetry groups shown in this 
paper explains why such a symmetry assumption is perhaps appropriate. 
Two transitive is too strong and one transitive (the starter constructions) is 
too weak. It appears that the one-and-a-half transitive condition is 
probably strong enough to generate new one factorizations but not so 
strong as to preclude any perfect ones existing. The obstruction to progress 
here lies mainly in the fact that symmetry groups of odd order are much 
harder to characterize. 
The second purpose of this paper is to focus attention away from what is 
impossible. The general message of the results in this paper is that if a sym- 
metry group of even order is used, then some other nonsymmetry 
assumption must be used to make the one factorization more definite. As 
all of the constructions that have worked so far are based on symmetry 
assumptions, it seems that it would probably be better to disregard groups 
of even order than to try to find natural nonsymmetry assumptions at this 
point. From a more positive point of view, this work indicates that strictly 
one-and-a-half transitive symmetry groups (the order of such a group is 
(2~ - l)(n - 1)) for n even may give rise to new constructions once their 
structure is further known. 
There is perhaps one possibly important exception to this message. 
Cyclic one factorizations (see [6]) contain a 2n cycle in their symmetry 
groups, and thus an element of order two as well. This element of order 
two is of one of the special types which cannot be excluded with our 
results. As the cyclic one factorizations are similar in structure to the starter 
and even starter constructions, they may produce new perfect one fac- 
torizations. Unlike the starter and even starter one factorizations, they give 
rise to a very complicated action on the one factors. It is probably for this 
reason that they are more difficult to deal with. 
There is a third purpose we hope this paper will serve. This is to 
establish some of the basic machinery needed to study the structure of the 
symmetry group of a perfect one factorization. These symmetry groups 
have a very rich structure which probably justifies their study for their own 
sake. We hope to begin a foundation for this study here. 
Section 2 is devoted to establishing some of the basic properties of per- 
fect one factorizations of K,,, which do not involve symmetry. The main 
results are 2.3, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9. It is here that the dihedral groups arise 
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which play such an important role in the construction of the existing per- 
fect one factorizations and in the study of symmetry. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of basic symmetry properties. Here we 
discover the fundamental role played by elements of order two since they 
are almost always directly associated with elements of the perfect one fac- 
torization itself (see 3.12 and 3.13). 
Sections 4, 5, and 6 are devoted to characterizing each of the three types 
of elements of order two that can exist (see 3.13). The type discussed in 
Section 4 rarely exists at all. The only known example with such a sym- 
metry element is the perfect one factorization of K4. Theorem 4.2 is our 
main tool in dealing with these elements. The type of elements of order two 
described in section 5 seem to be the type that usually occur. For n even, in 
fact, they are the only type that can occur (see 3.9). We give a fairly com- 
plete description of when these elements can occur (see 5.5 and 5.9). The 
existence of a noncentral element of this type in a symmetry group gives 
rise to the K,, 1 construction (which we denote as P& , ) and the K,, con- 
truction (which we denote as P;J. These constructions are given in 5.1 and 
5.3 and their derivation in 5.5. Results 5.10, 5.12, 5.13 give some useful 
corollaries of these results. Section 6 is devoted to classifying the last type 
of element. These elements occur in the symmetry groups of Pi,. Theorem 
6.2 summarizes the results on elements of order two contained in these 
three sections. Theorem 6.5 is a useful corollary which gives a limitation on 
the size of a symmetry group that can arise from a starter construction. 
2. BASIC RESULTS CONCERNING HAMILTONIAN PAIRS 
We will start with defining our notation and then giving the basic results 
we will need to prove results later on. Many of the initial results apply to 
any perfect one factorization, even if it has no symmetry. Let 12 2 2 be a 
fixed integer throughout. In this section, most of the proofs are 
straightforward. Thus, with the exception of 2.3, which is slightly more 
involved, we have only stated the basic idea needed to execute the proof. 
We might also note that we proceed here only from 2.1 and 2.2 even 
though a number of the results (such as 2.8) can be seen more directly 
using graph theoretical arguments. 
2.1. Notation. (a) X= {1,2, 3 ,..., 2n). 
(b) If Y is a set then S,= {f: Y -+ Y/f is one-to-one and onto}. We 
use 1 to denote the identity function in S,. The group operation on S, is 
the composition of functions. 




(e) Let G c S, where G is a subgroup; 
0; = IdMv G>, 
G,= {gWg(.d=.d 
Note G, is a subgroup of G. We will write G,.,,,,, for (G,,,)?.,. 
(f) Define i: S, + S,,V by (i(7)) c = 707-~. 
k) z1 - z2 if and only if 7, E O:2sx). 
(h) C(7) = {o/i(a) 7 = 7, OES,}. Note that C(7) is a subgroup of S,V 
and i( C(7)) = i( S,)), . 
(i) For any set S, ISI is the cardinality of S. If g E G a group, then 
o(g) is the order of g. 
Now that we have established our notation, we will define a one factor 
and when two one factors form a Hamiltonian cycle. 
2.2. DEFINITION. (a) o E S, is called a one factor if O- (1, 2)(3,4). . . 
(2n - 1,2n). 
This statement is equivalent to o(a) = 2 and F, = 4. 
(b) Let c1 and (TV be one factors. (a,, 02) is a Hamiltonian pair if 
and only if 
We let H= {(a,, o*)/( pi, c2) is a Hamiltonian pair}. 
(c) P is called a partial perfect one factorization of K,, (or just “par- 
tially perfect,” for short) if for all rri, cr2 E P with cri # c2 then (ai, a2) E H. 
(d) P is called a perfect one factorization of K,, (or just perfect for 
short) if P is partially perfect and 1 PI = 2n - 1. 
The definitions above are not exactly the usual definitions of one factor, 
Hamiltonian pair and perfect one factorization, but they can easily be seen 
to be equivalent to the usual definitions. We will leave these details to the 
reader. 
We start with the result which proves to be the most useful in charac- 
terizing a Hamiltonian pair. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let O, and IS~ be one factors. The following are 
equivalent. 
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(a) Co,, ~?)EH. 
(b) 0, cz = xy, where x and y are two disjoint n cycles. 
(c) 0,~~ has at most two disjoint cycles in its disjoint cycle decom- 
position. 
Proof: We will show (b)* (c)a (a)*(b). It is clear that (b)-(c). 
Thus we start with (c) + (a). If D, rsz has only one cycle in its disjoint cycle 
decomposition, crlcrz must be a 2n cycle. This is not possible since rri[~? is 
even (pi = az) and a 2n cycle is odd. Thus we may assume C, cr2 = xy, where 
x and y are disjoint cycles. Let in F, and ,j~ F,,. We have 
O<~IF)~ O<“I”L’ =X. Thus, 
(6,,,). If &l.“J) 
O<u1,c2) u 01<a1.a2j =X since (c,, a?) 3 
n Ol(“l.a2) # b we are finished since Ol<Ol,a~) = Oial.Qj 
giving 0 <O1. 
0; ’ 
01) = X as desired. Thus we need only consider the case when 
01.02> fJ q’“‘~ O?)=jzI. In this case OI<O~~R~) =01(6102) and so (TV, (T,: 
O<*laz) + O<“I”z). Let ek = ok lo;fll~2 1 
points we have 1 Ol<“iU~ 
for k = 1,2. Since d, has no fixed 
)I = o(y) is even. Thus y 1 O~V,~z j is an odd permutation 
since it is a o(y) cycle. But CI and ~7~ are both a product of o(y)/2 two 
cycles. This is a contradiction since glCz = y 10:~1~21. This completes 
(c)+(a). We now must show that (a)*(b). It is enough to show that 
IO, <Olul>/ = n for all Jo X. To do this, we will show that 
0<~1~~2j = 
I u opz> %f (y 
/; E O\“l”Z) i 
Let US assume for the moment that this is correct. Then the completion of 
the proof is easy since 
= i 24p,<“1”2)/ 
kEO(ol”2j 
<:m>, d this gives n < IOJ<O~u~)(. But if n < IO, an every other cycle is at least 
an n cycle we must have 2n = 10/<ulu?)j and so (~~0~ is a 2n cycle. The parity 
argument given above shows this is impossible, and n = IOi<“1u2>1 as needed 
to complete the proof. Thus, we must only show Ol<“l.a2) = U to finish this 
theorem. 
It is clear that U c Oi<01,u2). We must only show the other inclusion. Let 
kE O<m.m) 
J . 
We have two possibilities. The first is 
or 
k = (a,o,)‘j 
k = ~~(0, a,)‘j. 
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In these cases k is clearly in U. The other possibility is 
k = (02(r,)‘j = (alaz)-‘j 
or 
the right hand side of these equations show that k is in U in this case as 
well. The proof of the theorem is now complete. [ 
To proceed at this point it will be helpful to have some information 
about the dihedral groups. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let CI, B be two formal variables and let (IX, B) denote 
the free (nonabelian) group generated by the variables. Then define D, by 
D, = (a, B>l(a’, B”‘, (aB)‘>. 
If we let rc: (a, /3) -+ D,,, be the natural projection and n(a) = a, z(B) = p 
we have 
D, = ( (p)‘, Z(/?)jlj = 0 ,..., m - 1 1 
and Cr*= 1, pm= 1, CrQK =b-‘. Also lD,J =2m. 
We leave as an exercise for the reader the following result: 
2.5. LEMMA. Let G be a finite group. Let g,, g, E G with 
4gl)=4g2)=2. Then (g,,g~)~D,,c,,,,,. 
2.6. LEMMA. (a) Let (a,, ~,)EH. Then (cr,, 02) ‘v D,. 
(b) Let (~,,(T~)EH. (r~(o,,~~), a(j)=j for some VEX implies 
CT= 1. 
(c) Let (u,, a,), (o;, a;) E H. There is an isomorphism F 
F(oJ = 0;. 
Proof (sketch). From 2.3 we have o(a, c2) = n. Lemma 2.5 then gives 
(a). To see (b), pick j E X and show 
p: co,, Q2> -+x 
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defined by p(a) = a(j) is onto and thus one to one by (a). To see (c), use 
the isomorphism given in (a) twice. 1 
We now use these lemmas to prove an important result concerning how 
a Hamiltonian pair may be represented after a change of labels. 
2.7. THEOREM. Let (c,, c2), (a’,, (T;)E H and let jE X. There is a 5~ S, 
such that 
z(l)=j 
and rairP1 =alfor i= 1,2. 
Proof (sketch). Let F: (a,, az) -+ (a;, a;) be the isomorphism given 
in 2.6(c). We define z as follows: 
for each a E (aI, a2). r is the desired isomorphism. 1 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let (aI, a?) E H and jE X. There is a t E S, such that 
r(l)= j 
and 
rar r-’ = (1, 2)(3,4)...(2n- 1, 2n), 
zazT P’=(2,3)(4,5)~(2n-2,2n-1)(2n,1). 
This explicit representation of a Hamiltonian pair will make proving many 
results much easier. We illustrate this with the important result below. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let (a,, a2) E H. Then 
(a) if a E C(a,) n C(a,) and a has a fixed point then a = 7. 
(b) C(al)nC(a2)-D,. 
Proof (sketch), First, we show (a). Suppose a(j) = j. We have that 
P: (a,, az> +X 
given by p(a’) = a’(j) is onto (see 2.6). Let k E X. There is a a’ E (a,, a2) 
such that p(a’) = k. Now a(k) = aa’( j) = a’a( j) = a’(j) = k and a = f. To 
deal with (b), show the map 
p’: C(a,) n C(a,) + X 
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defined by p’(a) = a( 1) is one to one. This means 
IC(a,)nC(a,)l62n. 
To complete the proof show a’, , a; E C(a,) n C(a,) and (a;, a;) E Zf, where 
and 
a,=(1,2)...(2n-1,2n), 
a?= (2, 3)... (2n, I), 
a’, = (1, 2)(3, 2n)(4,2n - 1)(5, 2n - 2)(6, 2n - 3). . ., 
0; = (1, 2n)(2,2n - 1)(3,2n - 2). . . . 
Then D, N (a’, , a;) c C(a,) n C(a,) giving the result. m 
We have two easy but important observations to make before we begin 
our discussion of symmetry. The first is that in effect the P defined in 2.2(c) 
is in fact a one factorization. 
2.10. LEMMA. (a) Let P be perfect and n > 1. For every i, j E X with 
i # j there is a unique a E P such that a(i) = j. 
(b) Let P be partially perfect and n > 1. Then 1 PI < 2n - 1. 
Proof (sketch). Consider i fixed. Define 
p: P-+X- {i} 
by p(a)=a(i). Show p is one to one. 1 
The second observation is even easier. 
2.11. LEMMA. We say (a,, a,)-V(a;, a;) zf there is a z E S, such that 
tair-i = ai for i=l,2. 
rf(a1,a2)N(a;,a;)EHthen (a,,az)oH. 
Proof: If (a,, a,)- (a;, a;) then a, a‘2 -a; a; and then apply 2.3. 1 
3. BASIC SYMMETRY RESULTS 
First, we start by defining a symmetry group of P. We will use I (for 
isometry) in order not to conflict with S which is used for the symmetric 
group (see 2.1(b)). 
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3.1. DEFINITION. Let P be perfect. 
(a) Z~={~ES,/‘( ) I z 0 E P for each (r E P}. This is called the full sym- 
metry group of P. 
(b) ZP is any subgroup of I$. 
3.2. LEMMA. (This may be found in [4, p. 2291.) i: I, -+ S, is one-to-one 
if n>2. 
Next we give the first important result in analyzing I,. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let z E I, with T # 1. One of the following holds. 
(a) iP,l = 2 and IFiC,,l = 1. 
(b) IF,1 = 1 and IFic,,l =O. 
(c) IFTI =o. 
Proof. First, we show that if IF,\ > 3 then r = f. Let j, k, I be distinct 
elements of F,. There is a 6, and G? in P with o,(Z) =j and a,(Z) = k (2.10). 
Since j#k we have a,#az so that (D~,~,)EZZ. Now za,r-‘EP since 
FEZ, and z(~iz -‘(I) = z~i(Z) = r(j) =j. Thus by the uniqueness in 2.10 we 
have~o,r~‘=a,.Inasimilarfashionza,t~’=~*.ThuszEC(a,)nC(o,). 
Since (ai, a*) E H and since z has a fixed point, z = 1 (see 2.9). This com- 
pletes the first assertion. Next, we show that if IF,1 = 2 then IFic,,l = 1. If 
F, = { j, k), using the argument as above we can show that 0 E FiCr, when 
a(k) = j and (I E P. Since r has a fixed point IFi,r,l < 2. This completes (a). 
Finally we need only show that if IF,1 = 1 then IF,c,,l =O. Suppose IF,1 = 1 
and IFiCr,l #O. Let jEF, and GE F,,,,. za( j) = as(j) = a(j). This says 
cr( j) E F, thus I I;,1 >, 2 giving the desired contradiction. The proof is is now 
complete. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let z E I, and z # 1. There are disjoint cycles xi E S, 
and yip S, such that one of the following holds. 
(a) if IF,\ = 2 then 
T=x1”‘xk, 
i(r)= yl “’ yk, 
where k = (2n - 2)/o(z) and o(xi) = g( yi) = O(T) for all i. 
(b) if IFA = 1 
T=x1”‘xk, 
i(t) = y, ‘.’ y,, 
where k = (2n - 1)/o(z) and o(xi) = o( yi) = o(z) for all i. 
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(c) if IF,/ =0 then either 
(9 t = x1 . . . Xk, k = 2n/o(~) and o(xi) = O(T) for all i or 
(ii) 5=x0xl..~xk, k = (2n -2)/o(~) and 0(x,) = o(7) for i # 0. 
Also 0(x0) = 2 and 2 divides o(f). 
Proof We start with (a). Let x be a cycle in the disjoint cycle decom- 
position of T with o(x) # 1. Thus TV has at least 2 + o(x) fixed points. This 
means P(-” = i^ by 3.3. Thus o(r) divides o(x). This completes the first part 
of (a). The second part follows in exactly the same way using the fact that 
if tm # i‘ then IF7’rml = 2 so that IFiCrm,l = 1. (b) follows in the same fashion as 
(a). (c) is similar but a little more involved so we will discuss the ideas used 
in this case. Let x be a cycle in the disjoint cycle decomposition of z. First, 
assume o(x) 2 3. Then t”(.” has at least three fixed points which means 
T O(‘) = 1. As before, we find O(X) = o(z). The only other possibilities for x is 
that o(x) = 1 or o(x) = 2. Since 1F7’,1 = 0, O(X) = 2 is the only possibility. We 
claim either there is exactly one two cycle or T is a product of disjoint two 
cycles. This follows since if there are more than one two cycle in r’s disjoint 
cycle decomposition then r* will have at least four fixed points. This would 
mean t* = 1 as desired. Assembling these facts gives case (c). 1 
Now we will proceed to classify the elements of order two in I,. Since 
this classification is so sharp, it will enable us to tell a lot about the struc- 
ture of any I, that contains an element of order 2. This will include doubly 
transitive groups and symmetry groups of an even starter construction. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let z E I, with o(z) = 2. Either IF,1 = 0 or IF,1 = 2. 
ProofI Since r E S,Y and JX( = 2n the fixed point set of any element or 
order 2 must have an even number of elements. Theorem 3.3 then gives the 
result. 1 
Next, we need a technical lemma to aid in the proof of the results to follow. 
3.6. LEMMA. Let x and y be disjoint permutations in S, (i.e., x(j) # j 
implies y(j) = j and y(j) # j implies x(j) = j). Let z E S,Y. Then 
Proo$ Suppose k E Oj <J’*=). Then k = x1 x2 . . xi(j), where xi E ( y, z} for 
all i. If xi= y then either it fixes the element it is operating on or it does 
not. If it fixes this element it may be deleted without altering the equation. 
If it does not fix this element then x must fix it since x and y are disjoint. 
Thus, xi may be replaced by xx, without altering the equation. In either 
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case, y has been replaced by an element in (xy ) without altering the 
equation. Thus, k E O<XY,‘) as desired. I 1 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let z E I, and o(t) = 2. Define 
1 
5 if IF,1 =0 
CT = 
(i, A z if F,= {i, j}. 
Here we used 3.5. Note that err has no fixed points and o(o,) = 2 so (T, is 
a one factor. Next, we give the theorem which is basic to the classification 
of elements of order 2 in I,. 
3.8. THEOREM. Let T E I,, o(z) = 2. Let CJ E P. Then either 
(a) (0,6,) E H or 
(b) ~EC((T). 
ProoJ: Assume z $ C(o). Then (T # zcrr ~ ’ so that (c, ZC-J‘Z ~’ ) E H. By 2.3 
fnm - l = xy, where x and y are disjoint n cycles. Thus (cx.)~ = xy. Since the 
map z+z ’ can not increase the length of cycles in z’s disjoint cycle decom- 
position, we have either or is a 2n cycle or cx is a product of 2 disjoint n 
cycles. If rrz is a 2n cycle, which is odd, then 0 is not conjugate to r which 
means IE;,I = 2. In this case, using 3.6, O,((f.i)r,o)~ O(‘,“)~ Oi<Or) and 
O/<or) = X. Thus (err, a) E H. In the case (TZ is a product ‘of two disjoint n 
cycles we must have crz even. Thus t and r~ have the same parity. If t had 
fixed points then z would have one less two cycle in its disjoint cycle 
decomposition than CJ. Thus t has no fixed points and or = t. This shows 
gcr, is a product of disjoint n cycles and thus (a, 0,) is in H. The theorem is 
now complete. 1 
3.9. COROLLARY. Let n he even and n > 2. Zf O(T) = 2 then IF,\ = 2 (and 
thus IFicr,l = 1). 
Proof. If (F,I 22 then IF,1 =O. Let ocP with a#F,,, (see 3.2). m is a 
product of two disjoint n cycles by 3.8. Since n is even ((~r)~ is then a 
product of 4 disjoint n/2 cycles. Thus (a, ro’s ~ ’ ) 4 H giving a contradic- 
tion. m 
3.10. THEOREM. Let z E I,, o(z) = 2. Let n > 2. Then 
0,E P $7. IFwl = 1. 
Proof: (t) If IFi( = 1 then (a,, (T)E H for all 0~ P with 0 #o,, 
where {co} = Fit,, . We claim cr, = oO. Given i E X we will show go(i) = a,(i). 
If not, there is a CJ’ E P with o’(i) = a,(i) (see 2.10) and CT” # 6’. Thus 
(B,, a’) E H. This is not possible since (a’~,) i= i so that (~‘0, is not a 
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product of two disjoint n cycles. Thus we have a,(i) = o,(i) for all i and 
OO=brEH. 
(a) Suppose 6, E P. If IFic,,l > 1 then there is (HEFT with c # or. 
Since (r #cr, we have (0, a,)eH so that o(o(T,) = n. Since (T~(T-I = r we 
have OF, = F,. This means c{ i, j} = {i, j} if {i, j} = F,. Since S, is abelian 
this gives a(i, j) = (i, j) 0. Thus gcr, = 0~0 which means (a~,)~ = a2a,* = i. 
Thus n would have to be 2. This shows IF,,,,] 6 1. Since (TV E Fjc,, this com- 
pletes the proof. 
3.11. THEOREM. Let z E I,, O(T) = 2 and n > 2. Either 
lt;lcr,l = 1 
or 
IFjcr,l = n. 
Proof. Note that since i(s) acts on P where JP\ = 2n - 1, i(r) must have 
at least one fixed point. Thus if 1 F,,,,I # 1 we have I F,,,,I 2 2. Define 
A,= {aEP/a(j)=r(j)}. 
First, we show that Aj c C(z). Note that or = r since r is fixed point free 
(z c C(a)n C(d), where (c, 0’) c Fj,,,). Now since crrc( j) = T~J( j) =j for 
(TE Aj we have that (or, o)$ H. Thus GE C(r) by 3.8. Next we observe that 
(A,/ = 1. Since r(j) # j there is a BE P with a( j)=T( j) and thus [A,,[ > 1. 
But if (r, (r’ E Aj then c(j) = a’(j) so that 0 = 0’ (see 2.10). Finally, we show 
that A, = Aj if and only if k = j or k = z( j). First, we assume k = j or 
k = r( j). If k = j then A, = Aj. If k = z( j) and (T E Ak then az( j) = rt( j) or 
cr( j) = j. Thus z(j) = a(j) and CJ E A,. We have shown A, c A,. Since each 
set has cardinality one we have finished the “if” statement. Next assume 
A, = Aj. Thus if 0~ A, we have o(k) =7(k) and a(j) = r(j). Let 
O’E Fi,,, - (c}. Th en r E C(a’). We may find an x E S, such that 
x(k) = 1, 
01 =x6x-’ =(1,2)(3,4)...(2n-1,2n), 
a; =xo’x-l = (2,3)(4,5)...(2n, 1) 
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Since ri E C(g, ) n C(a; ) and ri( 1) = 2 we have r i is uniquely determined to 
be 
Let j’ = x(j). Then ri( j’) = (~i( j’). If we assume j’ is odd then 
z,(j’)=jr+1.Since~,(j’)~3-j’mod2nwehave2j’r2mod2n.Wemay 
assume n is odd by 3.9. Since 2(j’ - 1) = 1(2n) and j’ - 1 is even we have 
that 1 must be even. Thus j’ - 1 = (l/2) 2n E 0 mod 2n giving j’ = 1 and so 
x(j) = 1 = x(k). This means j = k giving that A, = A, if and only if k = j or 
k = r(j). This shows that 1 (A,/jE X} 1 = (XI /2 = n. Since Aj contains a 
single element of C(r) n P we have 1 C(r) n PI >/ n. To finish we only must 
only show that each element of C(r) n P is contained in Aj for some j. 
Since (r E C(r) n P implies that i(a) permutes the disjoint cycles of t, and 
since n is odd, there must be a two cycle (j, r(j)) in the disjoint cycle 
decomposition of z which is fixed by o. Then {c(j), az( j)} = ( j, r(j)}. 
Since a(j) #j we have that g(j) = r( j) and cr E Aj. This completes the 
proof. 1 
We summarize these results in the following definition and theorem. 
3.12. DEFINITION. Let ~EI,, with o(z)= 2. 
(a) If F, # $ then t is called a modified P element of I,. 
(b) If FT = 4 and IFicr,l = 1 then z is called a P element of I,. 
(c) If F, = 4 and IF,,,,1 # 1 then r is called a reductive element of I,. 
The following theorem motivates this terminology. 
3.13. THEOREM. Every z E I, with o(5) = 2 is either a P, modified P or 
reductive element. The following are also true. 
(a) If ‘5 is a modified P element of I, then rs, = (i, j) z E P, where 
F,= {i, j} and Fi(,)= {a,). 
(b) If z is a P element of I, then z E P and F,(,, = {T}. 
(c) Zf z is a reductive element of I, then IFi( = n and there is a new 
perfect one factorization of K, +, (P is a perfect one factorization of Kz,,) 
defined as follows: 
Let - be the equivalence relation on X specified by i-j iff i = j or 




where a* = (x0, [i,]) o’, 
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a’[i] = [a(i)] and cGJ = CfJ(hdl. 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from 3.10. To show (c), first, observe that 3.11 
says that (T* is well defined (that is that [o(i,)] = [iO] has a unique 
solution [i,]) and that IP*l = n so that P* has the correct number of 
elements to be a perfect one factorization. Let I, (T* E C(r) P with a: # a;. 
Then oi # cZ so 01<01,02) = X. Thus O$;i.“;) 3 Xi-. Since i,, is not a fixed 
point of or we have 0 $$a”;> =X*. Thus (CT, 0:) E H as desired. 1 
We need only one more result to give us the tools we need to charac- 
terize symmetry groups which have elements of order two. This theorem is 
used to give us some information about the cycle structure of i(r) when 
IFJ =0 (see 3.4(c)). 
3.14. THEOREM. Let z~C(o~)nC(cr,)nC(a,)n ... nC(a,)nP with 
oi E P, where P is a perfect one factorization of K,,. Let O(T) be odd. Then 
(a) r2n/0(z)l- 1 bkfor o(z) #n. 
(b) 2p - 1 > k for any p # 1 and p divides n when O(T) = n. 
Proof: If k = 1, the inequality above is clear from 3.4. If k > 2, then we 
have that z ED, by 2.9. Thus, ? is a product of m disjoint o(z) cycles 
z,, r2 ,..., r, where m = 2n/o(t). Since ajra,: ’ = r we have that 
where pie S,. We will show that {p,: j= l,..., k} is a partial perfect one 
factorization. First, we must show that Fp, = 4. If pj(i) = i then airjo,:’ = 5,. 
This means that aj will take the set of all numbers which are not fixed by ri 
to itself. The number of elements in this set is o(ri) = o(r) which is odd. 
Thus, aj will have a fixed point in this set. This contradicts the fact that aj 
is a one factor. Thus, Fp, = 4 as desired. 
To finish, we only need to show that (p,, pj) E H for i#j. Let 
S = {a: 1 6 a 6 2n and z,(a) #a for some p E O,<P~~QJ’ f. We will show that 
s= {l,..., 2n). It is sufficient to show that (ai, aj) S c S since (ai, a,) E H 
and S # 4. It is enough to show that a,S c S. Let a E S. Then z,(a) # a for 
P = PiI Pi*Pi, . . . pi& 1) where i, ,..., ib E {i, j}. Since z,(a) #a we have that 
air,(a) #a,(a) or airpai’ai(a)) #a,(a). We have that ajrPa;l = r,,(,) and 
p,(p)= pipi,piZ”’ P,(l)E O$P,JJ. This means that a,(a)E S and thus 
s = {l,..., 2n} as desired. This gives us that O$p~~fi> = {l,..., m} and 
(pi, pj)e H. Thus, 2.10 now completes result (a). To see (b), apply a to tP. 
582b/40/2-2 
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3.15. COROLLARY. Let O(T) be odd, TEI~. Let i(z)= y, y,“. y, be the 
disjoint cycle decomposition of i(r). Let 
n,= l{Yj/O(Yj)=~)l. 
Then r2n/o(t)l- 12 n, if o(z) # na. 
ProoJ: r”~C,(a,)n ... nC(a,), where k 2 an,. Also, o(F) = 
o(r)/a # n. Then 3.14 applied to rU gives the result. 
4. P ELEMENTS OF I, 
We start the classification of symmetry groups containing an element of 
order two by showing that P elements of I, can rarely occur. 
4.1. THEOREM. 1 P n I,1 6 1 for all perfect P with n > 2. 
Proof: Suppose q,,, crb E P n I, with go # ah. Then ( oO, a;) 2: D, and 
r = aoob is a product of disjoint n cycles (2.3). Define (Ti = zioO. These are 
the elements of order two in ( oO, a;) = (oO, O, ). We claim O, E P for each 
i. Since 
we have O,~E P for all i. By we know n is odd and so for each i there is a j 
with i = 2j mod n. Thus oi = gzj~ P. Next, we show that n must be prime. 
Suppose n=ml. Then ~.m~O=~.mo~=~". We have o(o,o,)=l. If 
(g?W (T~)EH then o(o,o,,)=n giving n=l and m= 1. If (urn, ao)$H then 
(T, = (TV or ?a0 = co giving n/m = o(r). Thus. n = m and I = 1. This shows n 
is prime. Since o(i(r)) = o(z) is prime i(z) can only have one cycles and n 
cycles in its disjoint cycle decomposition. Thus i(z) must have exactly n - 1 
fixed points since it acts on P and 1 PI = 2n - 1. Thus 
lPnC(z)l =n- 1. 
We now show that 
It is clear that C(a,)nC(a,)cC(r) since TE(~~,o,). Also C(a,)n 
C(a,)zD, (by 2.9) so that I{a~C((~,,)nC(o,)/o(o)=2}j=n. Thus we 
must only show that 
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to show that these two sets are equal. Define 
f: {oEC(r)/O(rr)=2}+X-O:r> 
by f(o)=41). 
First, we show a(l)+! OIT). If cry 0:7) then 6: O,CT> -+ 0,<7>. Since 
lO,<‘)l = n is odd then 0 would have a fixed point. Since 0 commutes with 
2, 0 would be the identity on Oit>. Also 0 would leave the other orbit of 
(z) invariant and thus be identity on that orbit as well. This would show 
0 = ? contradicting O(G) = 2. Next we show f is one to one. If G;( 1) = CJ;( 1) 
then a;a;(l)= 1. Again o;cr; commutes with r so that o>a; will be the 
identity on OiT}. As a consequence, it leaves the other orbit invariant. It 
must have a fixed point (a;( 1)) in this orbit, and thus be constant on this 
orbit. Thus, we have shown a;~‘, = i‘ or cr; = a; as desired. This now means 
that 
PnC(T)cC(a,)nC(a,). 
Let jEPnC(z) with fi#oO (use IPnC(z)l>n-1). Since /3~C(a,) we 
have @a,) = 2. However, /I # (T,, means (p, G,,) E H and so o(fioO) = n. This 
contradicts n is odd. The proof is complete. 1 
THEOREM. Suppose IPnZ,l#0 andn>2. Let (o}=PnZI,. Then o is 
the unique element of order two in I, and CJ is in the center of I,. 
Proof: Since P n I, is invariant under conjugation by elements of I, 
and since { 0) = P n I,, we have Q in the center of I,. Now suppose there is 
another element 0’ of order two in I,. If it is a modified P element of I, 
then (i, j) cr’ E P, where i and j are fixed points of 0’. Since (cr’cr)’ = 
(a’)’ G* = 1 we have ~‘0 is a product of disjoint two cycles. Thus (i, j) 0’0 
can have a cycle of length at most four in its disjoint cycle decomposition. 
The only odd possibility is n = 3. There is a unique perfect one factorization 
for n = 3. Its full symmetry groups is S, (see [4]) and thus has no central 
element. Therefore n = 3 can also be eliminated. Finally, we must treat the 
possibility of there being a reductive element of order two in IP. Since 
0 E C(o’) by 3.11 we have that a(i) = c’(i) for some i. Thus (TCJ’ E I,, 
o(aa’) = 2 and oa’(i) = i. This means CJCJ’ is a modified P element in I,. 
This possibility has been eliminated above and the theorem is now com- 
plete. 1 
5. MODIFIED P ELEMENTS OF I, 
In this section we show that if a symmetry group contains a modified P 
element (see 3.12) then’its order must divide 2n -2 when P is not the 
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known perfect one factorizations on K,, + i. Since n even means that every 
element of order two in I, is a modified P element, this enables us to give a 
strong theorem for the structure of symmetry groups of even order. In par- 
ticular, doubly transitive symmetry groups and the symmetry groups of 
perfect one factorizations arising from an even starter construction (see 
[ 33 ) are completely characterized. 
This section illustrates well how a general symmetry condition can be 
used to actually construct perfect one factorizations. The assumptions that 
the symmetry group contains a noncentral modified P element is enough to 
produce both the K,, , and Kzp construction explicitly (see 5.5 for details). 
This casts these two old constructions in a new light. First, they both arise 
in the same way from a natural assumption on the symmetry group of P 
rather than in the more ad hoc fashion in which they are usually produced. 
Second, the K, construct does not use the K,,, construction but rather 
arises full blown on its own. These ideas serve to help us understand why 
there has been little success in constructing perfect one factorizations 
produced other than these examples. 
We will finish this section with results which show the range of 
applicability of the uniqueness of Theorem 5.5. In particular, we will show 
that the P;,,-, and P;, of 5.1 and 5.3 are in fact the known perfect one fac- 
torizations of K,,. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let 
~,=(3,4)...(2n-1,2n), fo(l)= 1, ~00) = 2, 
zl=(2,3)(4,5)..*(2n-2,2n-1), z,(l)= 1, z,(2n) = 2n. 
Note that (~~,ri)~D~~~i since o(r,z,)=2n-1. Define 
P”D,“- I = {CJ,&E (T,,, zi) and o(t’)=2}. 
Here or, = (i, j) z’, where { i,j> = F,,. PDhml will be used when n is clear. 
The first question we address is when will PDlnm, be a perfect one fac- 
torization of K,,. 
5.2. LEMMA. PDzn-, is perfect iff 2n - 1 is prime and in this case i(ZF) is 
transitive. 
Proof. First, assume PDZn.., is perfect and 2n - 1 is not prime. Let 
P ,,Zn-,= {oi/i=O ,..., 2n-2}, where oi=cr,, ri=ri~O and r=rltO. Let 
2n - 1 = ab. Now z,zO = za so that o(?) = b. This means P has one fixed 
point and a disjoint b cycles in its disjoint cycle decomposition (direct com- 
putation shows r is a 2n - 1 cycle). Thus z,(T~ = z,zO( 1,2) has a - 1 disjoint 
b cycles and one b + 1 cycle in its disjoint cycle decomposition since 1 is a 
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fixed point of ra. This means r,rrO still has a disjoint cycles in its disjoint 
cycle decomposition. Thus (i, j) t,oO = flodO has at least a - 1 disjoint 
cycles in its disjoint cycle decomposition. Therefore a - 1 < 2 since cocrO 
must be a product of two disjoint n cycles (2.3). This gives a < 3 and in the 
same way b < 3. Since ab = 2n - 1 which is odd and since a # 1, b # 1 this 
gives a = b = 3 as the only possibility. In this case n = 5. Perhaps the easiest 
way to deal with this exceptional case is to observe there is a unique perfect 
one factorization in K,, (see [4, Theorem 1.151) and the symmetry group 
of the one factorization satisfies 1ZF1 = 40 (see [4, Theorem 2.81). Since 
clearly zP,,z- ’ = P,, we have t E ZpD9 and o(r) = 9. As 9 does not divide 
40, we have P # PD,, and we have shown that PDIn-, is not perfect if 2n - 1 
is not prime. Now we assume 2n - 1 is prime and show PDln_, is perfect. 
We have 
= (j*, k*) 7 +-ryj*, k2). 
If 2n - 1 is prime then rii -j2 isa2n-lcycleaslongasi,#i,mod2n-1. 
We may assume j, = 1 and since ril-iz fixes 1 we have that (ji, k,) ri’-‘* is 
a 2n cycle. Thus (jl, k,) z”~‘*( j,, k,) is a product of two disjoint cycles, 
and 2.3(c) gives (oil, oi2) E H if i, #i, mod 2n - 1. Thus, if o, b’ E 
i 
00 >..., c72n - 2 > and o#d we have (0, a’) E P. This means 
00 >..., cr2n _ 2} = PDzn-, is perfect as desired. 1 
Next we define a one factorization based on D,. This will turn out to be 
the Kzp construction. We then show that this one factorization is perfect if 
and only if n is prime. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let n be odd and let 
zo=(3,4)(5,6)...(2n-1,2n) (Note ro( 1) = 1 and r,(2) = 2), 
tI=(2,3)(4,5)..*(m)...(2n-2,2n-1)(2n,l) 
(Notez,(n+l)=n+l andr,(n+2)=n+2). 
Where (m) indicates that this two cycle is deleted. Note that 
(to, zI) ND,. Let 
? = (2, 4, 6 ,..., n + 1, n, n - 2 ,..., 3)( 1, 2n - 1, 2n - 3 ,..., 
n + 2, n + 3, n + 5 ,..., 2n)-*, 
~o=(1,2)(3,2n)(4,2n-1)~~~(n+1,n+2). 
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Note that (z”,,, 5) 2: D,. Define 
P”,“={(a,/o(p)=2andp~(~~,t~)u(?~,?)}”{1~) 
(see 3.7 for the definition of up). 
Again, P,” will be used when n is clear. 
5.4. LEMMA. P;. is perfect iff n is prime. 
Proof First, assume P,” is perfect. Let Zi= (t, rO)j r. for i= O,..., n - 1 
and let oi= or,. Assume also that n = ab with 1 <a, b < n. We have 
o(~,r~)=o((r~r~)~)= b so that z,ro is a product of 2a disjoint b cycles. 
Thus g,cro is a product of at least 2a - 2 disjoint cycles, and 2a - 2 < 2 or 
a d 2. Since n is odd and n = ab we have a is odd. This contradicts a # 1. 
Now we must only show that if n is prime we have that PDn is perfect. 
Let ei be as above and let c?;= (?)i?o for i= l,..., n - 1. Let 7 = 7170. Thus 
PO”= {a;, tYi>. We have (a,, ~~)-(~I+i, a,)(see 2.11) since n is odd (use 
aj=7k607ck, where 2k = i mod n). Thus (ei, a,) E H if (CJ- j, ao) E H. Now 
Oi-jOo= (~i-j, b,-j) 7 ‘-j( 1, 2), where (ai, bi} = F,,. Since n is prime zip’ is 
the product of 2 disjoint n cycles if i -j$O mod n. Thus zipj( 1,2) is a 2n 
cycle since O,<?) # O,<‘>. This means (ai- j, hip j) ripj( 1,2) is a product of 
two disjoint cycles. This gives (ai-,, ao) E H as desired. It is easier to check 
that (ai, rYj) E H for i 1 j mod n. cY$~ = ?z”,z”iz”, = ?‘- i which is a product of 
two disjoint n cycles when i-j & 0 mod n since n is prime. We must only 
verify that (Ci, eji)~ H. Let x= (2, 4, 6 ,..., n + 1, n, n -2 ,..., 3))’ and 
y=(1,2n-1, 2n-3 ,..., n + 2, n + 3, n + 5 ,..., 2n) r. Then 7 =x-v and 
? = x-‘y. Observe by direct computation that 2, x ?, = y and i, y?, = x. 
Thus in particular ?a E C(7). Also z” E C(7) since x and y are disjoint cycles. 
We have 
(6;, o,)-(7kc7i7-k, 7kaj7-k) 
m(6i, Oj+Zk) 
for all k. If we let k = (-i-j)/2 mod n then (Ci, ai)- (ai, a-,). We then 
find that 
d;c;= (~-~y)‘~~(~y)-~7,(a, b), where {a, 6) = F,_, 
=x - 2iz”070(a, b). 
NOW z”070=(1,2)(3,2n-1)(4,2n)(5,2n-3)(6,2n-2).... Since each 2 
cycle in Q,t, contains one and only one fixed point of x-*; (assuming i f 0 
mod n) we have that 
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is a 2n cycle. Thus x -2iz”,r,(a, b) is a product of two disjoint cycles which 
shows (Ci, crj) E H as long as i & 0 mod n. This completes the proof of this 
result. i 
Next, we will see how these constructions arise from the assumption that 
I, has a modified P element. 
5.5, THEOREM. Let I, have a noncentral modified P element. There is an 
x E S, such that 
XPY’= P” b-1 
or 
XPX -1 =pn 4’ 
Proof Since any conjugate of a modilied P element by a member of Z, 
is a modified P element, our assumptions imply I, has two distinct 
modified P elements r0 and ri. Thus (uXo, oTl) E H if cro # or,. To see that 
fJro f OT, observe that crro = or, implies (i,, j,)r,r,(i,, j,) = f where 
F,, = {i,, j,}. Thus tori is a product of two 2 cycles and must have at least 
2n - 4 fixed points. But T~Z, # 1 implies 2n -4 6 2 (see 3.3). Thus n d 3. 
For n < 3 there is a unique perfect one factorization in each order and the 
result can be verified by observing that for these n we have PDZn-, is perfect 
since 2n - 1 is prime. Thus we have shown that we may assume rrro # curl 
and thus (ore, (T,,) E H. By 2.8 there is an x E S, such that 
xo,ox-’ =(1,2)(3,4)...(2n-1,2n), 
xu,,x-l =(2,3)(4, 5)...(2n-2,2n- 1)(2n, l), 
and 
x-‘(l)=&. 
This last equation gives us F,,,,-I = { 1, 2). Let 
xTkx-l= z; 
and 
xuTkx-l = a:, for k=O, 1. 
It follows that there is an i such that 
tb= (3,4)(5, 6)... (2n- 1,2n), 
T;=(2,3)(4,5)*..(2&2i+1)...(2n-2,2n-l)(2n, l), 
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where 1.5 means delete tr. Now observe that 
T’,-T; = (2, 4, 6 ,..., 2i, 2i- 1, 2i- 3 ,..., 3) 
x(1,2n-1,2n-3 ,..., 2i+1,2i+2,2i+4 ,..., 2n). 
We have rbz; is a product of disjoint cycles of order 2i - 1 and 2n - 2i + 1. 
Now result 3.4 says that since zbz; E IXPX- I and has at most one fixed point, 
it must be the product of two equal cycles, or it must be the product of a 
one-cycle or a two-cycle with another cycle. The order of both cycles is odd 
so we have three possibilities. 
(a) 2i- 1= 1 or i= 1. 
(b) 2n-2i+ 1= 1 or i=n. 
(c) 2n-2i+ 1=2i- 1 or i=(n+ 1)/2. 
Case (b) gives P,,_, since 7; =(2,3)(4,5)...(2n-2,2n- 1). Case (a) 
gives Pea-, after conjugation by x where x(j) = j + 1 mod 2n. To finish we 
must only show that (c) gives rise to P,“. First, observe that n is odd (since 
(n + 1)/2 is an integer) so that we have 
xPx-‘~(o,/o(p)= 2andp~(tb,r;)} 
We must only show XPX-’ contains 
{c/lo(a)=2 and OE(~~~,Z”)}~(?~] 
as well. The argument given in 5.4 shows n is prime. Since o(r) = n when 
T=T,Tg, we have that the disjoint cycle decomposition of i(z) must consist 
of only one cycles and n cycles. The only possibility is that i(z) has n - 1 
fixed points since i(z) operates on P with JPJ = 2n - 1. Using the same 
proof as given in 4.1 we can show that 
(a/o~C(s) and o(c)=21 
= (a/o(o)=2 and o~(?,?~)), 
where ? and to are defined as in 5.3. Thus P contains n - 1 elements of 
{a/o(a)=2 and (TE (?, ?,)} 
It is clear that P does not contain ?, since ~(?,,a~) = 2 and n # 2. Since 
(z”, ?,,) = D, we know that (?, to) contains exactly n elements of order 
two. This shows that xPx~‘~{a,/o(p)=2 and ~o(t~,~~)u 
(2,, ?)} N {TO}. Since both of these sets have cardinality 2n - 1 we have 
shown XPX ~ ’ = PDn as desired. 1 
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To complete our discussions of a modified P elements of order 2 we must 
only classify those groups which have such a central element. We start with 
the definition of what will turn out to be the perfect one factorizations with 
the largest symmetry groups containing such a central element. 
5.6. DEFINITION. P is called an even starter one factorization if there is 
a subgroup G of ZT (called the starter group) and elements i,, i, E X such 
that 
(a) {b, il> =FG. 
(b) G acts transitively on X- {i,, il} 
(i.e., 0:=X- {i,, ii} for i,E {iO, i,}). 
The idea of an even starter construction is defined and discussed in [3] 
or [7]. It is a construction based on a group G with a unique element of 
order two, g,. The vertex set consists of G together with two “ideal points”, 
i,, and il, not in G. G acts on the vertex set by fixing i, and i, and by left 
multiplication on elements of G. An even starter induced one factorization 
always contains the one factor B defined by g = (i,,, ii) 6, where 6(i) = gOj. 
The remaining one factors are generated by conjugating another specific 
one factor called the even starter with the elements of G. The following 
lemma is relatively easy to verify. 
5.7. LEMMA. P arises from an even starter construction iff P is an even 
starter one factorization. 
Proof (sketch). (a) The starter group is a subgroup of the symmetry 
group and it satisfies conditions (a) and (b). 
(e) The map p: G + X- {iO, ir} given by p(g) =g(i,) is not only onto 
but one-to-one since any symmetry element that fixes three points must be 
the identity. Thus X may be identified with (iO, il} u G as is done in the 
starter construction. Since IGI = 2n - 2, G has an element of order 2, rO, 
which must be modified P since FT,x (i,, i, }, Thus gra E P. crro is fixed by G 
since G fixes (iO, il) and (i,, i,) is a two cycle in the disjoint cycle decom- 
position of c,,,. This is the special element of the even starter construction. 
The even starter that generates P - (a,,} can be seen to be the CJ E P such 
that a(&) = i2. This shows that an even starter P arises from a suitably 
chosen even starter construction. 1 
5.8. COROLLARY. If P is an even starter one factorization then ZF con- 
tains a modified P element. 
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5.9. THEOREM. Suppose Ip has a central modified P element. Then 
(a) lIpl divides 2n - 2 
(b) (i) IF1,I = 2 ifn is even 
(ii) Zf (F,,I # 2 there are i, and i, E X so that 
IAi 1, i2} = {il, i2) 
and the subgroup that fixes il and i, is normal of index 2 in I,. 
(c) I, has at most three elements of order 2. 
Proof: Let {i1, i2} = F,,, where r. is a central modified P element. Let 
reZp. Since 5(ik)=TTo(ik)= z,t(i,) we have $ik)E {il, i2} for k= 1,2. To 
show (a) we consider for each ie X- {il, i2} the map 
p: 1,+X- {i,, iz} 
defined by 
p(z) = z(i). 
We show p is one to one. Suppose p(zl) = p(~*). Let r’= z,r,‘. Then 
t’(i)=i. Also since r’: {i1, i2) + {ill i2} we have Ft;;rSj2~{i, i,, i2}. Thus 
(r’)* = 1. If z’ # 1 then r’ is a modified P element in I, since it has a fixed 
point i. Let F,, = (i, j}. We have (t’r,)* = (r’)* (TV)* = 1. Thus t’ro has at 
least n disjoint cycles in its disjoint cycle decomposition. Thus 
o,~~,~ = (6 j)(fTo)(i,, i2) 
has at least n - 2 disjoint cycles in its disjoint cycle decomposition. If 
crs # (T,,, then (or,, ore) E H so that n - 2 < 2 or n < 4. Since there is only one 
perfect one factorization for n = 1,2, 3,4, these cases may be checked by 
specific computation. Thus we may assume o‘rC = gro. This means 
r’zo = (iI, i2)(i, j) and thus has 2n - 4 fixed points. Thus Z’T~ = f or 
2n - 4 6 2. Again, the case n < 3 can be checked explicitly. Thus we have 
T’ = ro. But z’ has i as a fixed point with i 4 F,,,. This is impossible so we 
have found a contradiction to the assumption that z’ # f. Since T’ = 1 we 
have p is one to one as desired. This says that 11,1 = \Oyl. Thus every orbit 
in X- {i,, i2} has equal length, and 2n - 2 = II,1 1 where 1 is the number of 
ZP orbits in X- {ii, i2}. This completes (a). Next we consider (b). We con- 
sider the map p’: Z,+ Siil,izl defined by p’(z)(&)= z(ik). We have that 
ker p’ = (J,)i,,iz. Thus (b)(ii) is clear. To show (b)(i) we must only show 
Im p’ is 1 when n is even. By (a) we have 11,l divides 2(n - 1) so that 
lZ,l = 2k where k is odd. Now if Im p’ # 1 then 
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But (Zp)i,,i2 has an element of order two TV. Thus I(Zp)i,,i,l is even giving 
the contradiction. We finish by showing c. Suppose that r, is an element of 
order two in I, which is different from rO. T, can not be a P element by 4.2, 
and it can not be a modified P element by the proof of 5.5. Thus, by 3.13, it 
is a reductive element. Next, suppose that 71 and T* are two distinct reduc- 
tive elements. We claim IC(z,) n C(r,) n PI < 1. If not, then for some (T,, 
g2e P we have ri, TV E C(o,) n C(o,) = D,. Since o(r,) = o(z2) = 2 we have 
that o(rlzz) divides n. Also, we have o(z,~~) divides 2n-2 from (a). 
Because n is odd, this means o(zi z2) = 1 or z, = r2 giving a contradiction. 
We may now use IC(z,) n C(s,) n PI < 1 together with IPJ = 2n - 1 and 
IC(r,) n PI = n to conclude that there cannot be three distinct reductive 
elements. This completes the proof. 1 
The following corollary of 5.5 and 5.9 is perhaps a very important 
guidepost in the search for new perfect one factorizations. It states that new 
even starter constructions will have no extra symmetry information than 
their starter group. This group alone apparently does not have enough 
information to determine the appropriate even starter to generate a perfect 
one factorization. 
5.10. THEOREM. Let P be an even starter one factorization. Zf P is not 
conjugate to P&-, then the full group of symmetries of P is the starter 
group. 
Proof: Corollary 5.8 says ZF contains a modified P element. P cannot be 
conjugate to PDn since [4, p. 2341 shows that ](Z$Dn),l = n - 1 < 2(n - 1) 
V&, is transitive on X and (ZsD I = 2n(n - 1)). 5.5 says that if P is not P;. 
or p”D,,-, then this element is central. Theorem 59(a) says that IZFl divides 
2n- 2. 5.6(b) says IGJ > lO:l = 2n- 2. Since Gc Z; we have G=ZF as 
desired. 1 
We finish this section by giving some results that indicated when I, must 
contain a modified P element. 
5.11. DEFINITION. (a) I, is two transitive if Z,‘s natural action on 
{(a,a’)/a,a’~Panda#a’~ 
is transitive. 
(b) I, is called one-and-a-half transitive if Z,‘s natural action on 
{ (0, d}/a, O’E P, (T # a’> 
is transitive. 
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5.12. THEOREM. Let P be a perfect one factorization of K,,. 
(a) If I, is one-and-a-half transitive and P is not P& then n is even 
and II,1 is odd. 
(b) Zf I, is two transitive then P is Pi,,-,. 
Proof. We start with (a). Assume I, is one and a half transitive. First, 
we show that I, has no elements of order two and thus its order is odd. 
Suppose 7 is an element of order two in ZP. If r is a P element, then 
I, n P # 0. But I, n P is invariant under I, and I, acts transitively on P. 
Thus, I, n P = P which contradicts 4.1. If 7 is a modified P element then 5.9 
and 5.14, together with the calculation of the full symmetry group of PDn 
and he, in [4], give the result. We must only consider the case when 7 is 
a reductive element to be finished. Using 3.13, we know there are two 
elements, 0, and g2, of P which are each fixed by i(z). There is also a cs E P 
such that i(z) c # O. Since I, is one and a half transitive, there is an x E I, 
such that 
1 x0x-l, X7[T7-‘.Y-1) = (a,, 02>. 
Thus, i(z) i(xrx- ‘) will have even order, and so 7x7,~ will also have even 
order. Both 7 and x7.x- I are distinct since i(z) fixes xcrx ~ ’ but i(xrx ’ ) 
does not fix xgx- ‘. Now D o,rrrrmlj c I, so 5.13 says I, contains a modified 
P element. This case was considered above and the proof that lZ,l is odd is 
now complete. We have n is even since 
lIpI = (2n - 1 )(n - 1) IVp)o,,~21 
implies n - 1 is odd. We now consider (b). If I, is two transitive, then 
IZA = (2n - 1)(2n - 2) IVPL,,021 
and thus I, has even order; (a) then gives the result. 1 
The next result will enable us to see that the perfect one factorization 
constructed on Kzl, is Ps,. 
5.13. THEOREM. Zf Z,=,DZk,f or any k > 1 then I, contains a modified P 
element. 
Proof: Since D,, 1 D, we assume D2 c I,. If n is even then every 
element of order two is a modified P element and we are finished. Let n be 
odd. Let D, = ( CJ~, CT~ ). We have (T”CJ~ (rO ~ ’ = 0, since D2 is abelian. Assume 
(rl has no fixed points since otherwise it is a moditied P element. Thus co 
acts on 
{ (6 cl(i))1 iEJ4 by a,{i, j} = (a,i, oJ}, 
I({i, aI(i)j/iEX}/ =n odd. 
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Thus, there is a set {&, j,} such that j, = a,(&) and go{&, j,} c {i,, j,}. If 
a,(&)= i,, then e0 is a modified P element of order two. Otherwise 
oO(i,)=al(i,) so 0,~~ has a fixed point. Since e, E C(a,) we have 
o(a,a,) = 2 and 0, rrO is the required modified P element. Thus the result is 
complete. 1 
5.14. COROLLARY. (a) P”Dz,-, is the known perfect one factorization 
GK,,,. 
(b) P”,, is the known perfect one factorization GA,, on K,,. 
Proof: Let P = GK,, , . Then (a) follows immediately since 
11,1 = (2n- 1)(2n-2) and I, fixes the special point (see [4, p. 2311) so 
that I, must have a modified P element. Thus 5.5 and 5.9 give the result. 
We now consider (b). Let P = GA+. Then ZP is Z, + Z’, where I’ has even 
order (see [4, p. 2321). Thus Z, contains D, and 5.5, 5.10, and 5.13 give the 
result. i 
6. REDUCTIVE ELEMENTS OF Zp 
In this section we complete our study of symmetries of order two by con- 
sidering the reductive elements. Again, we find that only very specific kinds 
of perfect one factorizations can have a non-central reductive symmetry. 
The main examples of such are one factorizations with D, contained in 
their symmetry group. In these cases, n must be prime, so they do not help 
in trying to show that perfect one factorizations exist for new orders. 
However, they do provide new examples of perfect one factorizations when 
n is prime. The analysis of these one factorizations is somewhat involved 
and is closely related to the analysis of cyclic perfect one factorizations. 
Thus, we will present these results elsewhere together with results on cyclic 
one factorizations. 
With 6.2, we present a theorem which combines several of our previous 
results with the results of this section. It specifies the only cases in which 
noncentral elements of order two may occur in a symmetry group. In each 
of these cases, noncentral elements are known to occur, except when 3 
divides n. It seems unlikely that any noncentral elements of order two 
occur in this case, but the information we have about the cycle structure of 
i(t) does not seem to be adequate to prove this. 
Theorem 6.5 gives a result which illustrates how 6.2 enables one to make 
conclusions about the structure of symmetry groups which do not seem to 
directly involve elements of order two. 
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6.1. LEMMA. Let I; contain no modified P element. Let zI and ~~ be dis- 
tinct reductive elements of I,. Let P not be P”,, and P&_,. Then IFi,,,, n 
Fi(rj)l > (n + 111’2. 
Proof: First, we observe that o(z1z2) is odd since Du,r,rz, c I,. If o(~~t~) 
were even, then 5.13 would imply that Ip has a modified P element. Next, 
let (a, a’) be a cycle in the disjoint cycle decomposition of i(z,) (note that 
u, 6’ E P). If both o and O’ are in Fi,,*), then i(zlzz) would have even order. 
Thus, at most, one of (T and (r’ is in Fitrz,. There are (n - 1)/2 two cycles in 
the disjoint cycle decomposition of i(zl). This means that 
lFi,rl, n (P- F,x,,)I 6 (n - 1 l/2. 
Since IF,,,J =H (see 3.13), the result now follows. 1 
6.2. THEOREM. Let P be a perfect one factorization of K?,,. Let P not be 
P&-,* Also, if n is prime, let I, not contain D,. Then 
(a) I, contains at most three elements of order two. 
(b) If n is even then I, contains at most one element of order two. 
ProoJ: Let T, and t? be elements of order two in I,. If n is even, then 
3.9 states that these elements are modified P elements. Theorems 5.5 and 
5.9 give the result. Next, assume n is odd. If z, # z2 then 4.2, 5.5, and 5.9 
show that all elements of order two are reductive. Then by 6.1 and 3.14 we 
find 
2n/o(z,T,)-13(n+1)/2 if O(T,T*)#n. 
This means that 4 > 4n/(n + 3) > O(T, TV). Since n 2 2, we have that T, and 
z2 are in C(o) n C(O’) for some o and O’ in P. This means O(T~ z2) divides n. 
This gives us that o(T~T~) is odd (since n is odd) and thus o(z,z2) = 3. Thus 
o(T~T~) is either 3 or n. First consider the case when O(T~ r2) = n. In this 
case, I, contains (T,, TV> = DoCrlrzJ = D,. Also, n must be prime, for if not, 
3.14 says 2p - 12 (n + 1)/2, where p divides n. This means n = 3 or n = 9. 
Then i(Tlt2) has exactly one 9 cycle in its disjoint cycle decomposition. 
Thus, i(.r1T2)3 has 8 fixed points which contradicts 3.14. Thus, n is prime 
and ZP contains D,. This possibility was eliminated by assumption. 
Next, assume that o(tlr2) = 3. If 7 is a third reductive element which is 
distinct from 2, and T* we will show that T = z1 ~~2~. This will mean there 
are at most three reductive elements and complete the proof. By 6.3, we 
have that there are distinct cr and 6’ in P such that either 
T,,T,,TEC(Q)nc(o’) Or T1,T2,T,TT1EC(U)nC(U’). 
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Now C(o)n C(o’) is isomorphic to D, which has only two elements of 
order three consisting of one element and its inverse. Thus, using (a) we 
have in the first case above that 
7lTZ=7,7 or (7,7p=T17. 
This gives z = z2 or z = z, tZ~, as desired. In the second case above, we find 
7,72=71(71771) or (7,TZ)-‘=7*(7,77,). 
Again, this gives us that 7 = 7, ~~7~ or 7 = t2. This finishes the proof. 1 
6.3. LEMMA. Let z,, z2 and z3 be three distinct reductive elements of I,. 
Define rq to be z, z3 5,. Then, either 
so 
IJ;l~t,)uF;~,,,u~,~,,,l >2n-n12 
where nii= IFic,,,nFi,,,I. Using the inclusion exclusion principle, we find 
2n-n,,<3n-n,,-n,, - n23 + IFi n Ficr2j n Fihjd. 
Thus, we have 
-n+n,,+n,,(lFi(,,)nFi(,Z)nFi(,,~l. 
Now 6.1 tells us that n,,and nz3 are larger than or equal to (n + 1)/2. 
Because the above inequality is strict, this gives us the desired result. 
We must only consider the case in which 
Ficz,, uFi(rZ) =Fi;.(rl)UF,(,~,UFi,,~) 
Using a similar argument for 1 and 3, we may also assume 
Fi~rl,” Fi(q) =Fi(r,, “Fi(q) “Ficq) 
giving 
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Using the same argument with 3 and 4 interchanged, we may also assume 
giving 
Now, i(r,)(Fit,,,) = FiCT4, so that 
Note that FiC,,) -FiCr,) # @ since IFjC,,,I = n and IZ,~ < 2n/3 - 1 by 3.14 and 
6.2 (b). Let CE FiCrj, - FiC,,). Then we have i(rl) c E F;(,,) u FiC,lI. We have 
that ih) 0 $ FicTl, since otherwise CJ itself would be in Fi,s,I. Thus, 
i(rl) ~EF~(,,,. This means that i(t,z,) leaves the set (0, i(~,)c} invariant 
since both i(tl) and i(z3) do. Since i(z,s,) c # 0, this shows that i(z1z3) and 
hence z,z3 have even order. But o(r1z3) divides n showing that this last 
case is not possible. This completes the lemma. 
We finish by giving an application of this theorem to determining I, of a 
starter induced perfect one factorization. Such a perfect one factorization 
has as its vertices elements of a group G together with another point not in 
G called the ideal point. The perfect one factorization is then generated by 
conjugating one specific one factor (called the starter) by the elements of G 
where G acts on the vertex set by fixing the ideal point and by left mul- 
tiplication on elements of G. We can thus formulate the condition that a 
perfect one factorization arises from such a construction in terms of con- 
ditions on I, as follows: 
6.4. DEFINITION. P is called a starter one factorization if there is a sub- 
group G of ZF (called the starter group) and an element i, E X such that 
(a) FG= {i,) and 
(b) 0: =X- {iO) and G,, = {f} for any il # iO. 
G is called a starter group of P. 
6.5. THEOREM. Let P be a starter one factorization with G a starter 
group for P. Let F, = {&}. Let IGI = 2n - 1. Assume that n is not prime and 
that P is not P&-,. Then 
(a) Flp= i&l. 
(b) JZ,I is odd and divides (2n - 1 )(n - 1). 
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ProoJ We start with (a). Since F,p c FG = (i,) we need only show that 
i,E FIp. Suppose that iO# Flp. Then O$= X since 0: = X- { &}. Thus, 
[ZJ = lO$l [(I,,),] is even since 1x1 = 2n. This means that ZP has an element 
z of order two. We claim that if gzg-’ = 7 and g E G then g = ‘i. By 3.4(b) 
g=xl”‘xk, where k = (2n - 1 )/o(g). Since k is odd, zx,z - ’ = xi for some 
j. Since o(xj) = o(g) is odd, z must fix every point not fixed by xi. t can not 
fix three or more points since it is not the identity. This gives us that 
1 = o(xj) = o(g) showing that g = 1 as desired. This implies that I, has at 
least IGI = 2n - 1 elements of order two, namely gTg-’ for g E G. Using 6.2, 
we find 2n - 1 < 3. Thus, n < 2 which is not possible since n is not prime. 
We have arrived at a contradiction to i, $ F,, as desired. (a) is now com- 
plete. We finish with (b). Clearly lZPl is odd since we have shown in (a) 
that I, has no elements of order two. Next, observe that lZ,l = I(Zp),,I = 
I (ZP)i,,i,l (2n - 1). To compute (ZP)iO,i, we use 
This is true since (ZP)iO.i,,iz = {I>. Thus, ail the orbits of (I,),,,, on 
X- (i,, i, } have the same size. This means that I (Z,)iO.i, I divides 2n - 2. 
Since ZP has no elements of order two I (ZP),,,,) I must divide n - 1 as desired. 
The proof is now complete. 1 
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